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The Writing on
the Page
I’ve been thinking about notebooks. As
in, why – when I could choose to
collage or decoupage literally anything
with postage stamps – why did I choose
notebooks? If it was just about creating
art, I could have specialised in framed
pieces (which of course I do also offer).
But I don’t. And I think
the answer is the
same as if

The pages are still blank, but there is a
miraculous feeling of the words being
there, written in invisible
ink and clamouring to
become visible.
– Vladimir
Nabokov

Custom orders & commissions welcome!
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you ask any artist why he paints rather
than draws, or works in oils rather than
watercolour, or if you ask a cellist why
they don’t play the violin. For some
reason, notebooks call to me. The crux
of everything I do is collage with
stamps, and yet stamps and collage in
and of themselves are not everything…
As it happens, my obsession with
stamps developed from an earlier
obsession: writing. As soon as I could
write, I did write. I wrote stories, I
wrote letters. I wrote to penpals and
letters arrived back to me from around
the world with fascinating stamps on
the envelopes. Thus the seed of my next
obsession was planted.
But before letter writing and stamps,
first came words, and writing. Even as
a child, I had an obsession with
notebooks, and always had one in my
pocket. If I wasn’t reading, I was
scribbling away. I didn’t have anything
important to write: it was the act of
writing itself that was important. So
when the time came, and the urge to
collage began tugging at me, using
notebooks as a base for my artwork was
the natural thing to do. I don’t
remember weighing up the pros and
cons or experimenting with alternative
objects: notebooks were simply always
going to be my ‘thing’. In the
beginning these were plain, storebought, off the shelf. However, the

moment I discovered it was possible to
have my own notebooks printed, a
whole new world opened up to me.
Now, there’s absolutely nothing wrong
with a plain lined notebook (or squared,
or dotted – whatever you prefer!). It’s
perfectly functional for containing
words & doodles, which is really all that
is required. But the more notebooks one
owns, the more one notices the tiny
details that do make a difference, and
the extra functionality that can be
achieved with something as seemingly
insignificant as the colour of a line, or
the spacing of a margin, or an extra
box or heading, here or perhaps there.

The true aficionado knows
how utterly satisfying a
simple, well-designed page
layout can be.
From appreciation (and occasionally
frustration) grew the compulsion to
design my own notebook layouts. And
this is why, when you buy one of my
notebooks or journals, you are
guaranteed a truly one of a kind
product: not only will it be customised
for you with an utterly unique collage
of vintage stamps from around the
world, but the inside will also differ
from any notebook you can buy
elsewhere.

Follow @TangleCrafts on twitter.com
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Take Note
Please browse at TangleCrafts.com
for further details & even more options!

Any Year Journal (A5) - £20
* At-a-glance year planner
* 12 undated month-to-view pages
* 30 undated journal & dot note pages
* Blank task grids to fill
* Numbered pages & page index
Po cket Journal (A6) - £14
* Any year calendar for quick reference
+ year-at-a-glance overview
* Daily & monthly task grids
* 42 numbered pages + index
* 5 double-page spreads with week-toview layout & adjacent note page
* 32 adaptable journal pages

Birthday-Address Book (A6) - £14
* Full Year Overview page
* 12 Month Overview pages for any
year use
* 24 A-Z address pages
* 7 dot grid note pages

Reading Journal (A6) - £14
* An A-Z index page
* A Books of the Month page
* 4 reading log pages
* 4 adjacent lending log pages
* 30 numbered review pages, with space
for title, author, date, notes & star
rating
* 5 To Be Read pages, including check
boxes to mark off as read/acquired

All journals can be collaged in your own favourite colours
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Gallery
Custom projects I have completed since
the last newsletter. Notebooks,
journals, planners & address books can
all be collaged in your own favourite
colour combination - check out
TangleCrafts.com for full details.

WHO AM I & WHAT AM I DOING HERE?

I'm a part-time artist living in Derby.
I've always been obsessed with all
things postal, and grew up in a home
where upcycling was second nature.
Discovering the joy of collage enabled
me to combine those things with an
inherent love of colour & landscape.
Creating original pieces of functional
art at the same time as preserving
fragments of history is a uniquely
satisfying ongoing experiment!

- Su Mwamba, January 2018

All Customers

Please remember to order early if you
are considering a custom piece of stamp
art as a gift. Production times increase
during busy periods!

Save £5 on your
next order of £30+ from
TangleCrafts.com
with coupon code

noteworthy
(expires 31 Dec 2018)

uk offer: free p&p on orders of £10+ with coupon FREEPP18
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